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Apparently 2022 was the warmest year in the UK on 

record, but this was not just because of the summer 

heatwave; an equally contributing factor were some of 

the extremely mild nights in November and December. I 

was able to run a moth trap on rather more nights than I 

would normally and with more moths than normal. 

Our volunteer groups have been hard at work over the 

last three months of the year, contributing an 

impressive 160 work days! This brought the total for the 

year to 543 so well done to my volunteers and it seems 

Covid is finally behind us. 

The otherwise very mild late autumn/early winter was 

interrupted in the 2nd week of December by a cold snap 

when it struggled to get to above freezing all week 

during the day and was as low as -7 C at night. 

November was both mild and wet, which after the long 

hot summer was excellent for fungi; just as well as I led 

a fungus foray on 11th October for 11 members of the 

Basingstoke members local group and we had a really 

productive walk. It was a particularly good year for 

earthstars as they were found in several locations in 

both Pamber Forest and Inhams Copse; a species that 

we only see from time to time as they are both erratic in 

their appearance and unobtrusive. They are related to 

puffballs so when the spores are ripe the slightest 

disturbance, such as a raindrop, causes a puff of 

spores to be emitted from the pore at the top. Apart 

from the fungi it was a rather uneventful three months, 

the winter migrants, redwings and fieldfares arrived 

slightly earlier than normal, in early and late October 

respectively. The were also a few minataur beetles 

around either seen walking in grass or a few turned up 

in the moth traps. The very mild autumn also meant that 

it was possible to see a few species of dragonfly still on 

the wing in November - mainly common darter and 

southern and migrant hawker. 
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